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MASON PLACE | PROJECT DEVELOPMENT REVIEW
PROJECT OVERVIEW

The intent of this project is to convert the existing 21,580 sq. ft. Midtown Arts Center at 3750 S. Mason
Street to a 3-story apartment building serving as permanent supportive housing for disabled and homeless ,
including military veterans. According to city and county records along with the original construction
drawings, the original structure was built in 1982 as a four (4) screen movie theater and then renovated in
2010 as a dinner theatre/banquet hall.
The property is located at the southeast corner of South Mason Street and Creger Drive near the major
intersection of Horsetooth Road and College Avenue. The building, along with 28 existing parking stalls, is
located on the 1.58 acre (68,706 sf) north parcel, Lot 5a, while additional parking is located on the 1.65
acre (71,672 sf) south parcel, Lot 6.
Housing Catalyst is the current owner of the property. Design alternatives were explored and further
analyzed for feasibility and constructability during a workshop hosted by Housing Catalyst on 3/2/2018. The
focus of the workshop was to promote the principles of Integrated Design. All team members were involved
in the brainstorming; knowledge and different skillsets were well distributed throughout the process. The
final design and concept was collectively developed and demonstrates a creative re-use of the original
building’s structural character and previous use as a theatre.
LAND USE
The property is zoned General Commercial (CG) with its purpose in the Land Use Code (LUC) described
as, “intended to be a setting for development, redevelopment and infill of a wide range of community and
regional retail uses, offices and personal and business services. Secondarily, it can accommodate a wide
range of other uses including creative forms of housing.”
Under LUC Section (4.21-B2), the following uses are permitted in subdistricts of the C-G District, subject to
Administrative (Type 1) Review: Any residential use consisting in whole or in part of multi-family dwellings
that contain fifty (50) dwelling units or less, and seventy-five (75) bedrooms or less.
The conceptual design currently shows fifty-eight (58) one-bedroom units and two (2) two-bedroom units
which will exceed the 50-unit limit but will stay under the 75 bedroom limits noted above. The total number
of units is 60 with a total number of 62 bedrooms. The city will require a Type 2 review.
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ARCHITECTURAL AND SITE DESIGN
As the project is a renovation of the existing theater building, there are proposed improvements to the
exiting layout. The main entry will be moved to the west, facing Mason Street. This will help frame an
outdoor space for residents to use and will help promote direct access to Mason Street and a north-south
motion of travel. The north side of the site has a new green space that will be used for water detention, with
the existing parking lot re-worked to move the curb cut to Mason Street from Creger Drive. Exit doors will
be provided on the north and south sides of the building.
The new construction will consist of three stories built within the existing structural CMU walls. A new
interior structure will be installed to support the residential units. Existing structural walls will be maintained
as much as possible. The existing roof will be raised by approximately 5 feet to accommodate the required
height for three stories. The first floor will be a combination of residential units, staff offices and amenity
spaces for resident and staff use, with the remaining residential units on the upper two levels. A central
atrium will connect all three levels, bringing daylight down through the core of the building. The existing
exterior mass walls will be insulated on the interior, with a number of new openings cut into the walls for
new windows and ventilation.
The building was originally designed as a two story, Type III/ 1-hour construction. We would like to change
the designation to Type III, B with the change in use. The entire structure will be sprinklered with a new
NFPA 13 or 13R system. The new building will have one elevator and a central stair within the atrium, with
two additional egress stairwells.
PARKING
Vehicular Parking
Exiting parking will be maintained as much as possible. The existing lot will be reconfigured to
accommodate 28 spaces and will be accessed from Mason. Tabulated information is provided with the
Conceptual Site Plan.
Per the Land Use Code (TOD overlay zone), each one-bedroom or studio apartment requires 0.75 parking
spaces. When the remodel is complete there will a maximum of sixty (60) units, thus requiring a base
compliance of forty-five (45) parking spaces.
However, under LUC Section (3.2.2) Access, Circulation and Parking - Demand Mitigation Strategy
Table, a 50% parking reduction is allowed for affordable housing, thus resulting in a required 23 parking
spaces. A further 10% reduction is allowed if each tenant is provided a Transit Pass; which is the intent of
the owner. This results in a parking count of 21. Another 10% reduction is permissible since the most
remote building entry is within 1,000 ft. of a MAX station. 21 spaces is then reduced by 10%, resulting a
total required parking count of 19 spaces. Since 19 spaces exceed the 50% maximum reduction we are
required to provide a minimum of 23 spaces per LUC. The lot can accommodate 28 spaces, and therefore
28 spaces will be provided.
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It is important to note that the proposed site layout accommodates all of the required minimum parking for a
multi-family building within the TOD on Lot 5a. The owner intends to lease additional parking spaces on
the adjacent Lot 6 (to the south of Lot 5A).
Bicycle Parking
Bicycle parking requirements per development standards are as follows:
Multi-Family Residential
1 per bedroom
60% enclosed / 40% fixed
Fixed bike parking will be located throughout the site in easily accessed locations. A ‘bike storage shelter’
near the main entrance will likely house the 60% enclosed bike parking spaces and will be conveniently
located for visitors and residents to access.
Trash and Recycling
Trash and recycling will be provided for in an existing enclosure on the south side of the building. A portion
of the enclosure will be designated for recycling bins and the rest for a trash dumpster. Usage will be
monitored closely and the pick-up frequency/schedule will be adjusted as needed.
SITE UTILITIES AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
The civil site work associated with the Mason Place redevelopment includes dedication of new right-of-way
with parkway and detached sidewalks, and upsizing or utilizing the existing water and fire service
connections, gas lines, irrigation, sanitary sewer, electric and communication lines. The existing parking lot
and access drives will be reconfigured to fit the proposed green space amenities around the existing
building and proposed expansion, but will generally maintain the same grading and drainage patterns.
Coordination with the mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineer will be necessary to locate and size all
utility services connections. Coordination with the geotechnical engineer will be necessary to verify the
pavement design for the drives and parking areas.
Stormwater runoff around the existing building and expansion will be conveyed via surface drainage
through curb and gutter, inlets, storm piping and sheet flow away from the building. Runoff from the existing
fully developed site is currently conveyed to the existing public storm line located in Mason Street without
the use of on-site detention. Flows from this existing line are ultimately discharged to Fossil Creek
Reservoir, south and east of the site. If the proposed improvements for the redevelopment of Mason Place
result in an increase of 1,000 square feet or more of impervious area, on-site water quality facilities will be
incorporated into the proposed site layout within the ample green space amenities. Additionally, the City of
Fort Collins Low Impact Development Standards (LID) will require:
1. No less than 75% of any newly redeveloped impervious area must be treated using one or
a combination of LID techniques, such as a rain garden, bioswale, tree filter, etc; OR:
2. No less than 50% of any newly redeveloped impervious area must be treated using one or
a combination of LID techniques when a permeable pavement area covering at least 25%
of the redeveloped driveable surface is designed.
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Pervious parking could be achieved by installing permeable pavers and an underdrain system. Further
coordination between the landscape architect and project architect is necessary to determine fine grading
and use of surrounding and proposed stormwater infrastructure.
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